Stop 6

Around this green where the roses grow count the number
of arched windows …
How many windows can you count?
What can you see when you look through them?
Can you draw them in your notebook?

Stop 7

Where the bells ring and the ground drops find the remains
of the old wall…
I wonder why the ground is lower here?

Be a detective and solve the clues to take you around the discovery trail. It
begins inside the glass door to the Cathedral. As you go around the trail check
you are in the right place by looking out for the Discovery Detectives logo
above. Remember you may have to ask questions.

Stop 8

Go to the lawn where St Edmund stands and the wolf
protects him...
What does St Edmund on have on his head?
Draw what he is holding?

Stop 1

Step inside and find the cherub with the trumpet…
Find the words ‘Dieu et mon Droit’ which mean ‘God is my right’
What language do you think the words are written in?

Stop 9

Look up at the Cathedral tower...
What can you see on the top of it?
What can you see around the edge of the tower?

Stop 2

Stand in the place where the angels are looking down on
you...
What are the angels carrying?
Can you draw what you see in the angels hands?
(Hint: There are three different pictures or symbols).

Stop 10

Find the date 1964 on the outside of the Cathedral wall
Who laid this stone? (Hint: stay on the South side)

Discovery Detectives Trail

Stop 3

Under the speakers’ stage find the Cathedral’s smallest
resident...
What did you find?
What is it made of?
Why do you think it is there?

Stop 4

We can eat nice things in this garden, but it contains
something that is usually found at sea...
Who made this model?
What country does it link us with?

Stop 5

Follow the scent and find a place with healing properties...
How many different scents can you smell?
Have a close look at the plants and their leaves and/or flowers.

Make your way back towards the Cathedral entrance
Stop 11

Look at the carvings on the outside stone work.
Take a close look at them, what do you see?
Write down what they look like.
Have you seen any of them before on the trail?

Stop 12

Find the place where you can get a gift...
Show your leaflet or a drawing from the trail and collect your badge.
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